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“There are two things 
that interest me: the 
relation of people to 
each other, and the 
relation of people to 
land.”

“All ethics so far evolved 
rest upon a single premise: 
that the individual is a 
member of a community of 
interdependent parts. The 
land ethic simply enlarges 
the boundaries of the 
community to include soils, 
waters, plants and animals, 
or collectively the land.”

“If the land mechanism as a 
whole is good then every 
part is good, whether we 
understand it or not…To 
keep every cog and wheel is 
the first precaution of 
intelligent tinkering.”

“Examine each question in terms 
of what is ethically and 
esthetically right, as well as what 
is economically expedient. A 
thing is right when it tends to 
preserve the integrity, stability, 
and beauty of the biotic 
community. It is wrong when it 
tends otherwise.”

“I have purposely presented the land 
ethic as a product of social evolution 
because nothing so important as an 
ethic is ever ‘written’… It evolves in the 
minds of a thinking community.”

https://www.aldoleopold.org/teach-learn/green-fire-film/leopold-quotes/

https://www.aldoleopold.org/teach-learn/green-fire-film/leopold-quotes/




Wes Jackson 
Jackson

• “The history of Earth-abuse through agriculture has been 
horrendous. Essentially, all of nature’s ecosystems are 
perennial polycultures. Agriculture reversed that. 
Consequently, soil erosion became a problem. The wilderness 
has to become a standard against which we judge our 
agricultural and cultural practices.”









Natural Systems Agriculture
• New perennial grain and seed crops

• Intermediate wheatgrass (KernzaTM)
• Wheat
• Sunflowers
• Sorghum
• Rice
• Legumes

• Domestication of Wild Perennial Plants
• Perennialization of Existing Annual 

Plants
• Adapted to and grown in ecologically 

intensified polycultures—in mixtures

Presenter
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Photos owned by The Land Institute.



Kernza

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perennial grains are now on the horizon.[Photo: Stands of intermedidate wheatgrass, which we have trademarked as Kernza, thrive on a 72-acre plot owned by the Land Institute.]



“The Grain That Tastes Like Wheat, 
but Grows Like a Prairie Grass”

“Superwheat Kernza Could Save 
Our Soil and Feed Us Well”

“Perennial wheat is an ecologist’s dream. 
Soon it may be what’s for dinner”

“General Mills supporting 
production of perennial wheat”



Saving the planet, one beer at a time.



Global partners in perennial grain agriculture research

Res. Cent., S. Africa
Ag. U. Sweden (SLU)
Cornell U.
Charles Sturt, Australia
ICRISAT, Mali
Jimma U. Ethiopia
Kansas State U.
Lund U., Sweden
Makerere U. Uganda
Max Planck Inst., Germany
Michigan State U.
NARC, Nepal
NSW Dept. Primary Ind., Aust.
NW Ag. For. U., China
Lethbridge Res. Centre, Canada
U. Copenhagen, Denmark
U. Georgia
U. Illinois
U. Kansas
U. Manitoba, Canada
U. Minnesota
U. Reading, UK
U. De la Republica, Uruguay
Utah State U.
Texas A&M
Washington State U.
Yunnan U., China
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A Different Planet

Cereals, oil 
crops, pulses
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Fruits & nuts
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Vegetables
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4%

Other crops
20%

Global Cropland Distribution 

(FAO, 2001) 

The Problem of 
Agriculture:

• 70-80% of human 
caloric needs

• ~ 2/3rds of nitrogen 
inputs

• Large scale 
environmental 
problems (soil 
erosion, coastal Dead 
Zones, habitat 
destruction, 
greenhouse gases)

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.AGRI.ZS?end=2014&start=2014&view=map

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.AGRI.ZS?end=2014&start=2014&view=map


I hope this 
doesn’t 
increase 

soil erosion

The 10,000 year problem of agriculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to start to understand these relationships is to understand a broader historical context, to think about how far back they started.There are numerous fascinating theories as to why we developed annual grain agriculture over the last 10,000 years and how that process of plant domestication worked in various places around the globe. (Maybe more in the range of 12,000 years.) 



I hope this doesn’t 
increase soil erosion

I hope this doesn’t 
cause nitrate leaching

I hope weed populations 
don’t explode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indeed, no early farmers could have seen how this approach to producing food would play out.



I hope this doesn’t 
increase soil erosion

I hope this doesn’t cause 
nitrate leaching

I hope weed populations 
don’t explode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But at this point, agriculture has found itself in something of an ecological cul de sac. There are lots of good efforts to fix problems within agriculture, of course, and there are also traditions of diverse agricultural practices (Indigenous agricultures, now sometimes appropriated as permaculture by settlers.) But in the bigger 10-12,000 year context, agriculture gets us caught in this inextricable loop (cf Tim Morton). As a species we have been breaking ground, losing soil, and mining carbon at rates beyond repair efforts—and that seems to be a feature, not a bug, in the process of agriculture.



“I talk about an intensive tillage 
event as the combination of a 
tornado, a hurricane, an earth-
quake, a tsunami.” —Don 
Reicosky, retired Department of 
Agriculture soil scientist

https://www.thenation.com/article/the-grain-that-tastes-like-wheat-but-
grows-like-a-prairie-grass/

https://www.thenation.com/article/the-grain-that-tastes-like-wheat-but-grows-like-a-prairie-grass/
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There are several things in these two photos of our food producing ecosystem that one virtually never sees in native ecosystemsecosystems comprised of one plant species, even one genotype.  ecosystems comprised of annualsEcosystems with this degree of disturbance









Annual Cereal Grains 
were:

•Storable



Annual Cereal Grains 
were:

•Transportable



Annual Cereal Grains 
were:
•Taxable





The 5 E’s of Surplus in Food and Thought
• Extraction of carbon from the five carbon pools (soils, 

forests, coal, oil, natural gas).
• Eviction of human, plant and animal communities as 

extraction leads to exhaustion, and surplus grows and 
expands.

• Enslavement of humans, plants (crops) and animals 
(livestock).

• Extermination of weeds, predators and humans who 
interfere with surplus-driven expansion.

• Empires of surplus, hierarchy, justification, 
superiority.



A Species Out of Context
• Fire:  1,000,000 years ago
• Big Brain: 500,000 years ago
• Agriculture: 10-12,000 years ago

• Farmers divide the natural world into crop and weed, livestock and predator.  
• Disturbance Agriculture represents one of  

the first systemic dualisms.
• Socio-Cultural systems give shape 

and justification to these arrangements.
• Success brought increases in population and the need to feed more people.
• Success brought a sense of pride and hubris.



A Wounded World of Surplus
• Climate Change: Agriculture is #2 cause
• Species Extinction: Agriculture is #1 or 2 cause
• Half of all the plants in the USA are classified as 

noxious weeds
• Backbreaking work for farmers and food producers
• Consumerism, debt, depression, exhaustion
• Acceptance of horrible treatment of people and 

animals





http://www.jeffreyjongluck.com/images/earth/GrainOffering4.jpg
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Earth Alive!
• J. Stan Rowe, Canadian Ecologist
• Integration of atmosphere, lithosphere, 

hydrosphere, and biosphere = the 
ecosphere, the creative, living globe that is 
our home 



Process-Relational Philosophy/Theology



Process-Relational Science:
--Downward Causation
--Emergence
--Pre-adaptations
--Self-organizing criticality
--Quantum Biology
--Ignorance Epistemologies







What would a 
perennial 
education system 
look like?



The New Perennials Project



A Humble Invitation…….

• The New Perennials Project and The Land Institute are co-hosting a two-day 
gathering of Catholic women-religious community-leaders right here (we 
hope!) in the second or third week of February 2018 around the theme of 
“Food, Faith, and the Perennial Imagination”. We will have short 
presentations on the agricultural and educational work of The Land 
Institute, and relevant work in Abrahamic theology and Christian 
food/agriculture connections, alongside a wide and deep listening and 
discussion of how the challenges of modern life and modern faith can be 
informed by a perennial turn in farming and culture.

•



To start that conversation, we ask:

• With the possibility on the horizon of feeding the world’s hungry without 
destroying soil and plant communities while poisoning waters, the atmosphere 
and our loved ones in the process, how might we apply perennial agricultural 
principles to other human endeavors such as education, spirituality, science and 
economics, social justice, and the creative and healing arts? What about: 
spirituality...

• How can secular and scientific traditions reconnect with and learn from 
communities of faith and indigenous wisdoms who possess long and powerful 
traditions that evoke a whole and good Earth in communion with the Creator?

• How will we re-member our broken communities, and re-root a faith beyond 
scientific reductionism and the lure of economic materialism? 

• What’s possible when we consider the multiple ways a perennial mind and heart 
can heal the Earth and our creaturely and spiritual family? 



Who should attend?

• Members of missionary, educational, and  monastic communities involved 
or interested in work around food and farming, healing the earth, and/or 
rebuilding communities and recovering our common home.

• “The gravity of the ecological crisis demands that we all look to the 
common good, embarking on a path of dialogue which demands patience, 
self-discipline and generosity, always keeping in mind that “realities are 
greater than ideas”.



Questions to Consider:
• How did the invention and practice of 

annual disturbance agriculture 12,000 
years ago make us a “species out of 
context?”

• Can we link annual disturbance 
agriculture to the creation of surplus 
and the creation of state societies 3-
5,000 years ago, with all of their 
hierarchies and systemic injustices?

• Can we think of other ways that 
“annual disturbance” thought and 
action have become the norm in 
contemporary society?



Questions to Consider:
• How can we recover and reanimate 

traditions and practices of poly-
perenniality in our contemporary 
food, faith and educational systems?

• How might Catholic women religious 
communities incorporate perennial 
agricultural plants as a food and as an 
educational resource, and create 
refuges for Christians and non-
Christians alike to explore new (and 
ancient) ways of living and being with 
eyes, minds, hands and hearts at work 
and play in the living Ecosphere that, 
indeed, “is very good.” 



Catholic women-religious 
communities have long 
traditions of faith, 
generosity, stability and 
adaptability (stadaptibility), 
the very qualities of 
perennial plants living in 
poly-cultural ecosystems! 



“Many things have to 
change course, but it is we 
human beings above all 
who need to change. ….. A 
great cultural, spiritual and 
educational challenge 
stands before us, and it will 
demand that we set out on 
the long path of renewal.”

“The gravity of the 
ecological crisis 
demands that we all 
look to the common 
good, embarking on a 
path of dialogue which 
demands patience, self-
discipline and 
generosity, always 
keeping in mind that 
“realities are greater 
than ideas”.





Please contact me:!

newperennial@gmail.com

wvitek@clarkson.edu

www.billvitek.com

Thank you!

mailto:newperennial@gmail.com
mailto:wvitek@Clarkson.edu
http://www.billvitek.com/
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